Route to RESS service
Pipeline tracker
Continuously updated register
of likely bidders on a project
specific level, providing data for
effective competitive analysis
and formulation of bidding
strategy.
Cornwall Insight Ireland’s Route to
RESS service is designed for renewable
project developers and investors,
energy suppliers and professional
service companies.
Our service deploys insight to help
participants navigate through the RESS2 auction process. It comprises of a set
of tools to assist the market entry and
auction process including, analysis of the
competitor landscape, intelligence around
bid pricing, forward power curves and
bespoke advisory services.
With new entrants, strong competition
likely and the detail of the second RESS
auction now fully understood. We will work
with you to provide the key insights and
understanding to succeed in the auction.

Pipeline Tracker

Auction simulation model
RESS-2 Auction model using
Cornwall Insights All Island Forward
Curve, assumptions on project
costs
and Pipeline
Tracker,
All
the knowledge
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we just which
have
to connect
the dotsofand
share
it
creates
a range
bid
prices
for
with the right people.
projects. Our
Auction Simulation
Model provides a breakdown of
each projects bid attributes along
with which projects were successful.

Crowd-find materials

INTERVIEWS
ARTICLES

Allow others to become
their own HBR

All Island forward
curve
Provides a base case scenario
from our wholesale forward
curve, providing projections of
wholesale electricity market
prices up to 2050, including
negative price projections and
capture prices by technology.

Connect a new
generation with past
executives

INSIGHTS

Share knowledge across
companies

Bidding strategy
workshop
Workshop via video conference,
in order to work through the
outputs, helping you identify
potential risks to your bid and
discuss the potential of your
project securing a contract.

Our modelling capabilities
Since 2005 Cornwall Insight has become one of the most respected voices in
the energy industry, with more than 80 expert energy enthusiasts delivering
excellence in two continents. We create clarity in complex markets and guide
clients through markets beset by widespread regulatory and policy change.

Thought leadership

Answering questions you will
have tomorrow, today.

Insight
services

Training

Teaching you
rather than
telling.

Putting you in
the market
everyday.

Advisory

Bespoke solutions for
your unique challenges.

Contact

info@cornwall-insight.ie
+353 1 657 3420
www.cornwall-insight.ie

Benefits of expertise
Delivered in traditional report and consultation format or as a training
workshop, Cornwall insight have pre-eminent skills in;
• Business case modelling
• Due diligence
• Market intelligence
• Routes to market
• Flexibility
• Emerging sectors
• Transformational technology

Insight services
Delivered to your inbox, in person or via video conference, with live
Q&A sessions, our services include;
• Market landscape – activity & pricing
• Policy and regulatory – consultations, modifications and business
impact
• Routes to market – PPAs, pricing, terms, risks, incentives
• Revenue forecasting - forward pricing curve, technology capture
pricing, CRM

Our modeling is used for:
•
•
•
•
•
•

PPA and route to market selection
Sell and buy-side investment due diligence across the value chain
Retail market entry and acquisition
Subsidy-free renewable business/investment cases
Auction bidding strategies
Utility-scale, behind-the-meter, and stand-alone flexibility
assessments

